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“Netanyahu is in a state of shocked disbelief,” feels “misled”
by Obama team. Rapidly intensifying crisis in U.S.-Israel
relations developing due to disastrous Iran nuclear deal.
In Uncategorized on November 9, 2013 at 3:59 am
(http://flashtrafficblog.files.wordpress.com/2013/11/obamawhseal.jpg)(Netanya, Israel) — I landed in Israel on Friday
afternoon amidst a rapidly intensifying crisis in U.S.-Israeli
relations.
The Obama administration is preparing to cut a
disastrously bad nuclear bargain
(http://flashtrafficblog.wordpress.com/2013/11/09/here-aredetails-on-the-contours-of-the-nuclear-deal-the-u-s-isoffering-iran/) with Iran that relieves enormous economic
pressure on Tehran without requiring the mullahs to dismantle a single centrifuge. The Israelis are
stunned. Top officials feel betrayed by the White House, including by reports that the White House has
secretly been easing sanctions for months (http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2013/11/08/exclusiveobama-s-secret-iran-d-tente.html). There have long been tensions between President Obama and Prime
Minister Netanyahu. There have been times I have feared a “train
wreck” (http://www.nationalreview.com/corner/196260/are-u-s-israeli-relations-headed-trainwreck/joel-c-rosenberg) between the two. Hopefully, the dynamic will change for the better, and
quickly. But at the moment things are going from bad to worse in a hurry here.
Please pray that the terrible deal with Iran would be derailed for a real deal that ends Iran’s nuclear
weapons program. Please pray that the White House changes direction and that the Lord changes the
heart of the President. Pray that the leaders of Israel would be like the sons of Issachar, “men who
understood the times and knew what Israel should do.” (I Chronicles 12:32) Please pray that the leaders
of all nations involved would turn to Bible and read the Scriptures for wisdom. And please pray for the
peace of Jerusalem at this critical hour.
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“Netanyahu is in a state of shocked disbelief” (http://www.timesofisrael.com/crisis-of-faith-betweenisrael-and-us-over-possible-iran-deal/) at the deal and feels “misled” by the U.S. over specifics of the
deal, reports Israel TV 10.
“If there were a synoptic map for diplomatic storms, the National Weather Service would be putting
out a hurricane warning right now,” (http://www.haaretz.com/news/diplomacy-defense/.premium1.557058) noted a leading Israeli commentator in Haaretz. “The winds are blowing cold, tensions are on
the rise and tempers are beginning to flare in the Bermuda triangle of relations between Israel, the US
and the American Jewish community. And given that the turbulence is being caused by an issue long
deemed to be critical to Israel’s very existence, we may actually be facing a rare Category 5 flare up, a
‘superstorm’ of US-Israeli relations.”
Another Israeli newspaper called the White House approach to Iran “shameless
appeasement.” (http://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-4450524,00.html)
What will Netanyahu and his government do now? This remains to be seen. But consider the Prime
Minister’s blunt language. “Israel utterly rejects [the deal] and what I am saying is shared by many in
the region, whether or not they express that publicly. Israel is not obliged by this agreement and
Israel will do everything it needs to do to defend itself and the security of its
people.” (http://www.israelhayom.com/site/newsletter_article.php?id=13189)
“These critical days in November will be remembered for years to come,” said Naftali Bennett, a top
Israeli Cabinet official (http://www.imra.org.il/story.php3?id=62293). “The Free World stands before a
fork in the road with a clear choice: Either stand strong and insist Iran dismantles its nuclear-weapons
program, or surrender, cave in and allow Iran to retain its 18,500 centrifuges. Years from now, when an
Islamic terrorist blows up a suitcase in New York, or when Iran launches a nuclear missile at Rome or
Tel Aviv, it will have happened only because a Bad Deal was made during these defining moments.
Like in a boxing match, Iran’s regime is currently on the floor. The count is just seconds away from 10.
Now is the time to step up the pressure and force Iran to dismantle its nuclear program. Not to let it up.
It would be dangerous to lift the sanctions and accept a deal which allows Iran to retain its entire
uranium-production line. It would be dangerous because Iran would, a year, two or three from now, just
turn everything back on and obtain a nuclear weapon before the world can do anything to stop it. It is
not enough to shut off the centrifuges. They need to be completely dismantled. We call upon the West to
avoid signing a Bad Deal. Israel’s responsibility is to ensure the security of its citizens and that is exactly
what we will do. We will never outsource our security.
Notes Mideast expert Daniel Pipes (http://www.danielpipes.org/13591/obama-turns-on-israel): “I wrote
before the last presidential election (http://www.danielpipes.org/11929/romney-obama-israel) that
‘Israel’s troubles will really begin’ should Obama win second term. At Obama’s second inauguration
(http://www.danielpipes.org/12473/obama-anti-zionism), I predicted that he, ‘freed from re-election
constraints, can finally express his early anti-Zionist views after a decade of political positioning. Watch
for a markedly worse tone from the second Obama administration toward the third Netanyahu
government.’ That moment is now upon us.”
Excerpts of coverage from the Times of Israel: (http://www.timesofisrael.com/crisis-of-faith-betweenisrael-and-us-over-possible-iran-deal/)
◦ Netanyahu, the reports on Israel’s Channel 10 and Channel 2 news said, had “an unprecedented
confrontation” with US Secretary of State John Kerry in Tel Aviv on Friday morning over the
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possible deal, which he publicly described as “a very, very bad deal” and which he implored Kerry
“not to rush to sign” and to “reconsider.”
◦ The Netanyahu government is “in a crisis of faith” with the Obama administration over the possible
deal, Israel’s Channel 1 News further reported, in part because it apparently differs in content from
the terms that Kerry had previously described to Netanyahu. Other Israeli reports said Netanyahu
felt he had been “misled” by the US over the terms of the deal.
◦ “Netanyahu is in a state of shocked disbelief” at the imminent deal, Channel 10 news reported. It
said the prime minister had not believed that a significant easing of sanctions was on the table in
Geneva, but now was horrified to see that the emerging deal provided for a dramatic easing of
sanctions against a mere Iranian promise to restrict uranium enrichment to 3.5%. In his public
comments Friday, a clearly agitated Netanyahu said (http://www.timesofisrael.com/netanyahuurges-kerry-not-to-sign-deal-with-iran/) that, under the deal, “Iran gets everything it wanted at this
stage and pays nothing.” Netanyahu — who in a clear sign of the Israel-US crisis, delivered the
remarks alone, rather than at a traditional joint appearance with the visiting Kerry — added: “I urge
Secretary Kerry not to rush to sign, to wait, to reconsider.”
————————
◦ Follow Joel on Twitter — @joelcrosenberg (http://www.twitter.com/)
◦ Order Damascus Countdown (last in the trilogy) – now available in paperback online and in
bookstores nationwide (http://www.joelrosenberg.com/product-details/?isbn=978-1-4143-1970-4)
◦ Listen to Damascus Countdown as an audio book.
(http://flashtrafficblog.wordpress.com/2013/09/20/listen-to-damascus-countdown-as-an-audiobook/)
◦ Order the paperback of The Tehran Initiative (second in the trilogy)
(http://www.joelrosenberg.com/tehraninitiative.asp)
◦ Order the paperback of (http://joelrosenberg.com/twelfthimam.asp)The Twelfth Imam
(http://joelrosenberg.com/twelfthimam.asp)(first in the triology)
(http://joelrosenberg.com/twelfthimam.asp)
◦ Learn more about The Joshua Fund (www.joshuafund.net) – educating and mobilizing Christians
to bless Israel and her neighbors in the name of Jesus, and caring for the poor and needy with
food and other humanitarian relief – and make a tax deductible contribution
(http://www.joshuafund.net/)
About these ads (http://en.wordpress.com/about-these-ads/)
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